VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope John Paul I, who reigned only 34 days but won the affection of millions around the world with his smile and humble manner, was buried in the vast marble family crypt in the grotto behind the altar at St. Peter’s Basilica on Wednesday.

The grotto is the resting place of St. Peter and St. Paul’s, whose names it bears. It was opened in 1969 when the remains of St. Peter and St. Paul were transferred from the Vatican crypt to the grotto. The grotto is also the resting place of St. John Paul I’s predecessor, Pope John Paul II.

The grotto is a place of pilgrimage for millions of Catholic pilgrims from around the world. It is also a place of prayer and reflection for those who come to seek solace and comfort in the face of life’s challenges.

The grotto is located in the Vatican City, the independent state that is home to the Vatican and the Roman Catholic Church. It is a place of great significance in the Catholic Church and is visited by millions of people each year.

The grotto is a place of peace and tranquility, where people can find a quiet moment to reflect on their faith and to seek the guidance of God. It is a place of hope and of new beginnings, where people can find the strength to carry on in the face of adversity.

The grotto is a place of wonder and of wonderment, where people can marvel at the beauty of the world and the beauty of life. It is a place of joy and of joyfulness, where people can find the joy of being alive and the joy of being together.

The grotto is a place of love and of lovefulness, where people can find the love of family and the love of friends. It is a place of friendship and of kindness, where people can find the friendship of those who care and the kindness of those who help.

The grotto is a place of faith and of faithfulness, where people can find the faith of those who believe and the faithfulness of those who follow. It is a place of prayer and of prayerfulness, where people can find the prayer of those who seek and the prayerfulness of those who pray.

The grotto is a place of hope and of hopefulness, where people can find the hope of those who dream and the hopefulness of those who believe. It is a place of courage and of couragelessness, where people can find the courage of those who face and the couragelessness of those who fear.

The grotto is a place of love and of lovelessness, where people can find the love of those who care and the lovelessness of those who hurt. It is a place of warmth and of warmthlessness, where people can find the warmth of those who care and the warmthlessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of peace and of peacelessness, where people can find the peace of those who believe and the peacelessness of those who fear. It is a place of silence and of silencelessness, where people can find the silence of those who listen and the silencelessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of beauty and of beautylessness, where people can find the beauty of those who care and the beautylessness of those who ignore. It is a place of light and of lightlessness, where people can find the light of those who believe and the lightlessness of those who fear.

The grotto is a place of joy and of joylessness, where people can find the joy of those who care and the joylessness of those who ignore. It is a place of love and of lovelessness, where people can find the love of those who care and the lovelessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of hope and of hopelessness, where people can find the hope of those who believe and the hopelessness of those who fear. It is a place of courage and of couragelessness, where people can find the courage of those who face and the couragelessness of those who turn away.

The grotto is a place of faith and of faithlessness, where people can find the faith of those who believe and the faithlessness of those who ignore. It is a place of prayer and of prayerlessness, where people can find the prayer of those who seek and the prayerlessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of hope and of hopelessness, where people can find the hope of those who believe and the hopelessness of those who fear. It is a place of courage and of couragelessness, where people can find the courage of those who face and the couragelessness of those who turn away.

The grotto is a place of faith and of faithlessness, where people can find the faith of those who believe and the faithlessness of those who ignore. It is a place of prayer and of prayerlessness, where people can find the prayer of those who seek and the prayerlessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of love and of lovelessness, where people can find the love of those who care and the lovelessness of those who ignore. It is a place of beauty and of beautylessness, where people can find the beauty of those who care and the beautylessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of joy and of joylessness, where people can find the joy of those who care and the joylessness of those who ignore. It is a place of hope and of hopelessness, where people can find the hope of those who believe and the hopelessness of those who fear.

The grotto is a place of courage and of couragelessness, where people can find the courage of those who face and the couragelessness of those who turn away.

The grotto is a place of faith and of faithlessness, where people can find the faith of those who believe and the faithlessness of those who ignore. It is a place of prayer and of prayerlessness, where people can find the prayer of those who seek and the prayerlessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of love and of lovelessness, where people can find the love of those who care and the lovelessness of those who ignore. It is a place of beauty and of beautylessness, where people can find the beauty of those who care and the beautylessness of those who ignore.

The grotto is a place of joy and of joylessness, where people can find the joy of those who care and the joylessness of those who ignore. It is a place of hope and of hopelessness, where people can find the hope of those who believe and the hopelessness of those who fear.

The grotto is a place of courage and of couragelessness, where people can find the courage of those who face and the couragelessness of those who turn away.

The grotto is a place of faith and of faithlessness, where people can find the faith of those who believe and the faithlessness of those who ignore. It is a place of prayer and of prayerlessness, where people can find the prayer of those who seek and the prayerlessness of those who ignore.
Earthquake strikes California

Washington-A moderate earthquake struck east central California early yesterday, the U.S. Geological Survey reported. The survey said the quake registered 5.7 on the Richter Scale and occurred at 12:42 p.m. EDT. The center of the quake was about 20 miles northeast of Bishop near Crowley Lake, officials said. They said no damage was reported immediately, but the quake was felt north to Sacramento and San Francisco and south to Fresno and Bakersfield.

The Richter scale measures energy released in a quake through ground motion, each increase of one magnitude number indicates 10 times more energy the tremor. By contrast, the great San Francisco quake of 1906 has been estimated at 8.3 on the sc

Thirty days hath September

Utica, N.Y.-Thirty days hath September. Except in the Utica school system, where it has 31 on the 10,000 new 1979 calendars they just bought for $20,000. The calendars also have Ash Wednesday falling in the weekend. Highs in the

On Campus Today

2 pm tennis, smc vs butler, regina courts
4:30 pm lecture, "the role of the pro-life lawyer," by patrick trueman, sponsored by nd civil rights center & nd lawyers for life, rm. 115 law bldg.
6:15 pm training class for skydiving, rm. 117 hagger hall
6:30 pm club meeting, aiesec, latoryballroom
6:30 pm leadership training class, campus crusade for christ, rm. 108 o'shaq
6:30-8 pm organizational meeting, smc women's basketball, angela athletic facility
6:30, 9 pm third world film festival, "state of seige," washington hall
7 pm career workshop, "resumes," rm. 249 madeleva, smc
7:30 pm lecture, "the dynamics of visual form," dr. rudolf arnheim, journ. of smc theatre
8 pm octoberfest film, "dr. zhivago," carroll hall, smc, $1
8:15 pm concert, nd woodwind quintet, lib. aud. sponsored by music dept.
7:9, 11:30 pm film, "the sting," engr. aud. $1
9-12 pm open stage at nazz, basement of lafortune, sponsored by student union
midnight wood album hour, pete havidon plays chuck mangione's "children of sanctuary," on am 640

Students receive MSU tickets

by Cathy Santos

Nine hundred Notre Dame students will be traveling to East Lansing, Mich., Saturday to see the Notre Dame - Michigan State football game.

Michigan State sold 9,500 tickets to Notre Dame for this week's contest. The tickets went on sale last spring to students and contributing alumni. Mike Butig, Notre Dame ticket manager, said "Our allotment has always been roughly between 9,000 to 11,000 tickets. We had no problem in selling all of them this year."

The Junior Class bought 24 of the 900 tickets sold to students. Class President Danny Mccurrie said, "We were lucky to get so many." Erin Boyle, junior class vice-president, and Paul Kuhle, a member of the Junior Class Advisory Council, contacted Butig last spring and purchased the tickets for the class.

Plans for the Junior trip include a pregame "tailgater" and a party at Dooley's Bar in East Lansing following the game.

Junior had the option at ticket sales to sign up for a bus to and from the game. However, since only one person responded, no buses were chartered. Juniors must make their own transportation arrangements.

The Notre Dame Sophomore Class is also sponsoring a trip to the game. Jim Veridii, class president, said 90 tickets were sold in pairs at a price of $15 per ticket to cover the cost of bus transportation.

"We sold tickets with the bus trip included to provide class unity," Veridii explained.

The remainder of the 900 student tickets were sold to seven men's dormitories. Stanford, Sorin, Holy Cross, Keenan, Zahm, Flanner and Pangborn are sponsoring trips to Michigan State this Saturday.
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SMC Assembly allocates funds

by Margie Brasel

The Saint Mary's Student Assembly allocated $2925 last night for the various clubs and organizations on campus who had placed petitions with them.

Student Government Treasurer Sheila Wixted said that the Assembly based the allotments on the number of students involved in the organizations, the amount of services the organizations on campus who had placed petitions with them. The Assembly allocated $4920 last year.

Sheila Wixted said that the Assembly also gives resource materials geared toward educational materials for the students interested in law to find out more about their area of study. Their plans this year involved attracting speakers to the campus from all over the country on both the private and national level. These lectures would be open to all students on both campuses.

The SMC Law Society petitioned the assembly for the first time this year for $500 and they received $100. They decided to petition the assembly this year because approximately 25 percent of the staff is from Saint Mary's and it is a service to both campuses.

The SMC Affiliates of the American Chemical Society also for the first time requested funds from the assembly. Their petition was for $50 which they received. A small club that has not been strong in the past, it has been very active this year.

The Student National Education Association is affiliated with the Indiana State Teacher's Association and the National Education Association. They requested $300 from the Assembly and received $200. It is concerned with making information available to the education majors, and sending them to conferences and workshops and sponsoring speakers.

The Student National Education Association petitioned for $50 and received $100 for their work with the school students. The club also hopes to begin a greater appreciation among the students for the nature area behind the college which is beneficial to the Biology students.

The CSC act, a missions program run by the Sisters of the Holy Cross requested whatever amount the Assembly could give them and they received $400. This is to help in the preparation of the volunteers for their work in Brazil.

---

**Octoberfest Calendar**

**Thursday Oct. 5**
- 11:00-11:15 balloon giving out at dining halls
- 4:30-6:15 German dinner with German band and skits at SMC dining hall
- 6:30 hall decorating contest judging
- 8:00 "Dr. Zhivago" at Carroll Hall-SMC

**Friday Oct. 6**
- 3:00-6:00 Happy hour & Gong Show at Goosie's Nest
- 9:00-7:00 Biergarten & dance with Hot Springs
- 12 midnight---winner of T.V. raffle announced

**Saturday Oct. 7**
- 8:00 "Dr. Zhivago" at Carroll Hall-SMC

---

**IRISH KISSES 50c**

Thursday Tonight

**FRIDAY**

Faculty Happy Hour

Beer 3 for $1.00
3–6pm

---

**UNITED WAY at N.D.**

**participation chart**
Van Woelvar discusses alcohol, parietals

by Frank LaGrotta

Competing with televised baseball playoffs and upcoming exams, newly-appointed Vice President of Student Affairs, Fr. John Van Woelvar fielded questions from an audience of approximately 20 students last night in the gameroom at St. Edward's Hall.

It was the first time he had addressed a campus residence hall since succeeding Bro. Just Pizzuti, who left the university last year.

In response to a question about the recent alcohol directive issued by Dean of Students James Roemer, Van Woelvar pointed out that, while not yet at the crisis level, drinking is "a serious problem facing the entire community."

He revealed that the initiative for the directive came from a group of students who approached a student affairs advisory board.

"It was the students who brought the issue to our attention," he said. "They were looking for a way to get their message across to the campus."

He told the group about his experiences as rector of Cavanaugh Hall in 1955. He said that when students came in at night they were required to sign their name. If they were intoxicated, their signature showed it.

"Believe me, they had to sign their names on mighty narrow lines," he emphasized.

Did these rules and restrictions help to curb the alcohol problem?

"I'm sure they did," he emphasized.

"What we're trying to do is face the problem. Perhaps the directive issued was a little harsh. If we had it over again, we would probably handle the situation in a different manner."

"I'd like to say that Dean Roemer does a great job," he continued. "He saves the hides of many students. There are cases where he goes to bat for a student and prevents that student from ending up with a police record."

Parietals was another issue raised at the informal meeting. Van Woelvar was quick to make the distinction between "parental control" and "parental concern."

"Rules like parietals aren't designed to control anyone," he said. "Like your parents, we are concerned with your welfare. What we try to do is offer help and guidance where it's needed."

He said that in the case of parietals, the intent is not to impose restriction on a student that has visitors of the opposite sex.

"Parietals protect the privacy of a student in his hall. I would think that a student in his hall has the right, after a certain hour, to a certain amount of privacy," he said.

"It's one of the rules that Notre Dame happens to have. When you enter the business world, you may work for a company that has certain employee rules you may not like. You'll find you have to live with those rules or find another place to work."

"Van Woelvar said he thinks the whole issue is "blown way out of proportion."

"Most of the hall rectors handle parietal violations within their own halls. I think the dean of student sees two or three cases a year."

When asked whether students should have input into policy making at Notre Dame, he responded that while the students should be able to voice their opinions, there has to be someone in charge who can say, "This is the way it is going to be."

"If we allow students to make the rules at Notre Dame then what we do when a particular class graduates and the new students disagree with all the rules their predecessors made? Do we re-write the rules every four years?"

"I think we need some consistency here. This university has been blessed to have Fr. Hesburgh as president for 35 years. He's done a remarkable job."

Van Woelvar, who says that the addition of women to the Notre Dame community has "created a better situation," does not anticipate co-ed dorms in the near future.

"Schools that have co-ed dorms wish they didn't," he said.
WASHINGTON [AP]—The Senate signaled yesterday it will extend the ratification deadline for the Equal Rights Amendment and decided that states cannot use the additional time to take back their approval of the ERA.

By a 54-44 margin, the Senate rejected a proposal by Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, to couple an additional 20-month ratification period with an opportunity for ratifying states to rescind their actions. The vote cleared a major congressional obstacle facing ERA advocates while dealing a severe blow to its opponents.

Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., principal Senate sponsor of the extension, predicted the ERA would not be extended by Healthy margin when the issue comes to a final vote set for tomorrow.

Garn conceded that the vote was a major setback for those fighting addition to the U.S. Constitution of the ERA, which would specifically bar discrimination on the basis of sex.

In August, the House passed a similar measure moving the ERA ratification deadline from March 1979 to June 1982.

The measure does not require the signatures of President Carter, who has been a staunch supporter of the ERA since his election.

Sarah Weddington, special adviser to the president for women's issues, said Carter was "gratified" by the Senate's action.

The vote would have extended the ratification deadline for constitutional amendments in 1917 has it extended the deadline.

**Saint Mary's** to sponsor

**Irish Studies conference**

By Kit Bernard

The Midwest Conference on Irish Studies will be holding its annual midwest regional conference on the Saint Mary's campus on Oct. 21.

The conference is co-sponsored by SMC, the American Committee for Irish Studies, and the SMC history department.

Dr. Anthony R. Black, professor of history at SMC and coordinator of this year's conference, describes the conference as "a bringing together of scholars and interested people to meet and discuss aspects of Irish culture, history and development."

Representatives from reputable U.S. and Irish colleges and universities will meet and discuss topics presented by guest speakers. The main speaker will be John Montague of University College in Cork, Ireland.

The three areas to be discussed encompass the Modernization of Ireland, the Irish Literary Revival, and the Irish in America. Following the luncheon, the lecturers, and the reception, the conference will culminate at a party held at the SMC clubhouse.

For further information, contact Dr. Anthony R. Black, Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame, Indiana, department.

**Hurricane party this Friday**

The Hurricane party will be held tomorrow night, not Saturday as incorrectly reported in the Observer ad Tuesday and an Observer headline yesterday.

**It beats the burgers at their own beefy game!**

Beef Burrito

Beat the burger blahs with our big Beef Burrito.

It's got more juicy, meaty flavor than the biggest burgers plus fresh grated cheese and onions wrapped in a soft flour tortilla.

1772 N. Ironwood (3034 in Ironwood West)

(1 block south of St. Rd. Z) (2 blocks East of Ironwood)

**After a Rough Week**

**Thursday**

Open Stage (9-12)

It's The Nazz

come on in all you future stars-9:00

Gene Barbaran 9-10 (folk rock)

'Smokey Joe' 10-11 (recording artist)

Jim Kotorac 11:15-??? (midwest folk rock)

Douglas Stringer 9:30-??? (playing nell young & others)

**Friday**

Curt Barbare 9-10 (folk rock)

'Smokey Joe' 10-11 (recording artist)

Jim Kotorac 11:15-??? (midwest folk rock)

Douglas Stringer 9:30-??? (playing nell young & others)

**Saturday**

Curt Barbare 9-10 (folk rock)

'Smokey Joe' 10-11 (recording artist)

Jim Kotorac 11:15-??? (midwest folk rock)

Douglas Stringer 9:30-??? (playing nell young & others)
Dear Editor: Even to a naturally complacent person like myself, the world has not been very kind. I am referring to the opinions that were printed in Friday’s Observer. I am particularly distressed by the opinions of the Urban Plunge. They are done purely out of the goodness of one’s heart. To say I was disappointed and frustrated by the experience would be an understatement. I feel any necessity to slink back to my home state.

Dear Editor: Even to a naturally complacent person like myself, the world has not been very kind. I am referring to the opinions that were printed in Friday’s Observer. I am particularly distressed by the opinions of the Urban Plunge. They are done purely out of the goodness of one’s heart. To say I was disappointed and frustrated by the experience would be an understatement. I feel any necessity to slink back to my home state.
And what of Judy? No doubt she'll confront with the void. At least religions attempt to dispel no hope, the debauchery and a man or woman is, particularly of a fully able to comprehend their own accomplishment. The more worldly than taxes (which can be avoided will ultimately become caviar for Lhe maggot. No one enjoys acknowledging that it, too, must one's identity of our guest. What

An uninvited guest appeared at the lac this week, intruding upon the gaiety and frivolity accompanying our initial gift of victory. This visitor seldom makes his presence known at such a lovely place as Notre Dame. If a person searches for him, it would appear that he is forbidden on the premises since he is so little seen, experienced, or talked about. However, his wrath was manifest in full fury, claiming not only a present but the life of a young girl. By now, you guess the identity of our urban, our reaper, death. What is truly death, and why is the shock and bafflement that results from its intrusion so profoundly upsetting to our lives? There are several reasons. Death is the greatest dread of all. It bears itself upon the human race with statistical indiscriminateness. It seems to have no justifiable reason for those whom it chooses. It mocks all our standards of etiquette, it spits on our feeble attempt to create security and certainty in a world full of chaos, paradox and fear. We all sense the death is end, yet no one is ever fully capable to comprehend its unique death. We delve ourselves into believing the other guy will get it between the eyes; or sometimes that an act of vengeance or cancer or sclerosis of the liver. Down deep, the psyche refuses to acknowledge that death may be imminent. How will death know when death knocks, you'll be called to the throne of Christ. The appalling incongruity in his death is that it came at the scene of his life. He knew the people of Notre Dame, and the beauty and faithfulness for many years. Out of the abyss of obscenity he ascended to the most prominent religious position on earth. Eternally, he served the people as pope for the same number of days that our Savior lived in years: 33. The brevity of his reign makes the most inconceivable to me. He possessed the moral and spiritual reverence. The more a man or woman is, particularly of a

Judy was manifest in full fury, claiming not only a present but the life of a young girl. By now, you guess the identity of our urban, our reaper, death. What is truly death, and why is the shock and bafflement that results from its intrusion so profoundly upsetting to our lives? There are several reasons. Death is the greatest dread of all. It bears itself upon the human race with statistical indiscriminateness. It seems to have no justifiable reason for those whom it chooses. It mocks all our standards of etiquette, it spits on our feeble attempt to create security and certainty in a world full of chaos, paradox and fear. We all sense the death is end, yet no one is ever fully capable to comprehend its unique death. We delve ourselves into believing the other guy will get it between the eyes; or sometimes that an act of vengeance or cancer or sclerosis of the liver. Down deep, the psyche refuses to acknowledge that death may be imminent. How will death know when death knocks, you'll be called to the throne of Christ. The appalling incongruity in his death is that it came at the scene of his life. He knew the people of Notre Dame, and the beauty and faithfulness for many years. Out of the abyss of obscenity he ascended to the most prominent religious position on earth. Eternally, he served the people as pope for the same number of days that our Savior lived in years: 33. The brevity of his reign makes the most inconceivable to me. He possessed the moral and spiritual reverence. The more a man or woman is, particularly of a

And what of Judy? No doubt she was fully alive, jesting and joking with all the uninhibited joy of youth. She knew this girl. I had worked with no further delay. We can't ignore the least religions attempt to dispel no hope, the debauchery and a man or woman is, particularly of a fully able to comprehend their own accomplishment. The more worldly than taxes (which can be avoided will ultimately become caviar for Lhe maggot. No one enjoys acknowledging that it, too, must one's identity of our guest. What

An uninvited guest appeared at the lac this week, intruding upon the gaiety and frivolity accompanying our initial gift of victory. This visitor seldom makes his presence known at such a lovely place as Notre Dame. If a person searches for him, it would appear that he is forbidden on the premises since he is so little seen, experienced, or talked about. However, his wrath was manifest in full fury, claiming not only a present but the life of a young girl. By now, you guess the identity of our urban, our reaper, death. What is truly death, and why is the shock and bafflement that results from its intrusion so profoundly upsetting to our lives? There are several reasons. Death is the greatest dread of all. It bears itself upon the human race with statistical indiscriminateness. It seems to have no justifiable reason for those whom it chooses. It mocks all our standards of etiquette, it spits on our feeble attempt to create security and certainty in a world full of chaos, paradox and fear. We all sense the death is end, yet no one is ever fully capable to comprehend its unique death. We delve ourselves into believing the other guy will get it between the eyes; or sometimes that an act of vengeance or cancer or sclerosis of the liver. Down deep, the psyche refuses to acknowledge that death may be imminent. How will death know when death knocks, you'll be called to the throne of Christ. The appalling incongruity in his death is that it came at the scene of his life. He knew the people of Notre Dame, and the beauty and faithfulness for many years. Out of the abyss of obscenity he ascended to the most prominent religious position on earth. Eternally, he served the people as pope for the same number of days that our Savior lived in years: 33. The brevity of his reign makes the most inconceivable to me. He possessed the moral and spiritual reverence. The more a man or woman is, particularly of a
Cleared for the A
"...If I have seemed to love my subject, it is no surprising thing, for I loved the profession far better that any I have followed since, and I took a measureless pride in it. The reason is plain: a pilot, in those days, was the only unfeathered and entirely independent human being that lived in the earth. Kings are but the hampered servants of parliament and the people; parliaments sit in chains forged by the electorate; the editor of a newspaper...must work with one hand tied behind him by party and patrons,...no clergyman...may speak the whole truth, regardless of his parish’s opinions; writers of all kinds are manacled servants of the public...in truth, every man and woman and child has a master, and worries and frets in servitude; but...the Mississippi pilot had none...The moment that the boat was under way in the river, she was under the sole and unquestioned control of the pilot. He could do with her exactly as he pleased, run her when and whither he chose, and tie her up at the bank whenever his judgment said that the course was best. His movements were entirely free; he consulted no one. he received commands from nobody, he promptly resented even the merest suggestions. Indeed, the law of the United States forbade him to listen to commands or suggestions, rightly considering that the pilot necessarily knew better how to handle the boat than anyone could tell him. So here was the novelty of a king without a keeper, an absolute monarch who was absolute in sober truth and not by a fiction of words."

Mark Twain, "Life on the Mississippi," 1874.

In the spirit of Mark Twain’s riverboat pilots, a group of Notre Dame students, staff, and faculty from the Law School and Air Force ROTC formed Notre Dame’s flying club in January 1977. Led by its first president, Air Force Captain Gene Renuart, the club purchased a used Piper Cherokee 140 for its 20 members, and Renuart was the only instructor for the group. Today, 28 members, four of whom are instructors, comprise the Irish Flyers, Inc., and the club operates its Cessna 150 and its fully instrument-equipped Piper Archer 180 from the Michiana Regional Airport in South Bend. The non-profit club provides opportunity for flight instruction at reasonable rates. The planes are often seen circling the Notre Dame campus, and members sometimes take cross country trips. Larry Soderquist, a Law professor, is the current president of the Irish Flyers. Membership has expanded to include many people outside of the University, and the club always welcomes new and inexperienced people to join.

These photos depict a recent trip to Chicago by pilots Gene Renuart and Zenon Bidzinski along with their passengers Paul Joyce and Sue Greco.
CCUM announces annual theme

by Gregory Solman

The problems of the local parish will be given a national perspective by Gregory Solman, director of ACTION; Eddie Bernone Johnson, principal regional official of Region six NEV; Bishop James Malone of Youngstown; Robert Kuttner, executive director designate of the National Commission on Neighborhoods; Ed Marcistriak, president of the Institute of Urban Life in Chicago and Fr. Philip Murton, who serves as both the director of the Office of Pastoral Research in the Archdiocese of New York, and chairman of the CCUM Board.

The conference will feature presentations on events over the past year that have had serious effects on economic, social and political life. Such topics include the Youngstown crisis caused by the withdrawal of the steel industry; the implications of Proposition 13; the Federal Government's future impact on government spending in urban settings; and the state of American neighborhoods.

"We would like to examine these problems from the perspective of the neighborhood. " commented Volkemener, "but also, how it telescopes into international problems and then eventually lands back on the neighborhood desk."

The theme chosen for this year's annual conference is "Neighborhood: Viewed Through National Telescope and Local Microscope." It will be held at the Athletic and Convocation Center. The Conference will take two views of neighborhood, one from the distance of national issues and programs, the other, from experience on the local scene.

"The problems we will first be looked at in isolation," Volkemener explained. "One day will be devoted to the study of the neighborhood parish and related problems. On the second day, our speakers will try to give these problems national perspective."

Major speakers will be Msgr. Robert Fox of Full Circle Associates, New York City; Sam Brown, director of ACTION; Eddie Bernone Johnson, principal regional official of Region six NEV; Bishop James Malone of Youngstown; Robert Kuttner, executive director designate of the National Commission on Neighborhoods; Ed Marcistriak, president of the Institute of Urban Life in Chicago and Fr. Philip Murton, who serves as both the director of the Office of Pastoral Research in the Archdiocese of New York, and chairman of the CCUM Board.

The conference will present developments on events over the past year that have had serious effects on economic, social and political life. Such topics include the Youngstown crisis caused by the withdrawal of the steel industry; the implications of Proposition 13; the Federal Government's future impact on government spending in urban settings; and the state of American neighborhoods.

"We would like to examine these problems from the perspective of the neighborhood. " commented Volkemener, "but also, how it telescopes into international problems and then eventually lands back on the neighborhood desk."

The Catholic Committee on Urban Ministry is a national network of individuals, priests, religious and lay people, and organizations working for justice in church and society and has had its headquarters at Notre Dame since 1970.

Notre Dame became the headquarters when Msgr. Jack Egan moved from the Student Union into the office of Urban Ministry which will participate in some of the CCUM sessions as well as sponsor workshops for its own members.

Themes of past conferences have included "Justice in the Economic System," featuring Dr. Richard Barnet of the Institute for Policy Studies in Washington, and Father Heirchen, the Director of the office of International Justice and Peace. "Coalition Building" and "System" were other recent conference topics.

Last year, the conference attended labor movements, and "the neighborhood," under the theme "Fulfilling a Commitment. " Featured speakers were Gene Barlow, the Assistant Secretary of HUD; Father John Coleman of the Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley and Joyce Miller, Vice President of Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union.

Can the clue "An oft quoted line of Shakespeare comes to mind," help you guess where the Student Union is planning to bid the Pittsburgh Panther on campus?

This week, Student Union is conducting a Hidden Panther Con­test. Clues hinting at the location of this elusive panther will appear each day this week in the Observer.

The panther could be hiding anywhere on the 1,250 acres of the campus of Notre Dame. The student who tracks him down with the correct guess will win a Homecoming package.

The package, offered as first prize by the Student Union includes two tickets to the football game, two tickets to the Homecoming concert, a ticket admitting one to the Homecoming dance and a Homecoming mum.

A Notre Dame student who wants to hunt for the panther should leave his name, phone number and a single clue at the panther's whereabouts in the Student Union offices on the second floor of LaFortune. In order to qualify, a student must explain why he is the one chosen on his entry. The contest winner will be announced Oct. 11.

Homecoming packages still available

A limited number of Homecoming packages are still on sale in the Student Union Ticket Office each afternoon from noon to 4 p.m. Each package contains two G.A. Pitt tickets, two lower arena Neil Young tickets, a ticket which will admit one couple to the Homecoming dance and a Homecoming mum.

THE HAMMES
NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
Council to take surveys

BY John McGrew
Staff Reporter

The Student Government Council of Communications, a major plank of Andy McKenna's election platform last year, is alive and well, according to the Student Government president.

In response to questions about the status of the council, McKenna said that “it has been doing real well. We’ve been able to administer surveys through the individual halls to keep us (student government) informed of student trends.”

The group was formed following McKenna’s election to the student government post and is composed of one representative from each dorm, chosen by the hall president. There had been some controversy during the spring term over the purpose of the group. At that time, Initiative 202, enacted by concerned students, had requested that the Student government Board of Commissioners meet to discuss among other things, the definition of the role of the body. There had been protests that the council was duplicating the role of the Hall Presidents Council (HPC).

Andy Herring, Student Government Executive Co-Chairman, distinguished the role of the Council of Communications from that of the HPC by stating, “It’s worthwhile because it is a little more diversified than the HPC. It is really useful, but it is essentially a more informal group.”

McKenna pointed out that the council had recently been involved in preliminary information-gathering work in preparation for last week’s student forum. “In the first survey, we, in effect, asked the students: If you could make a list of the top ten problems facing you, what would they be?”, McKenna commented, adding that the results turned out to be very useful at the forum.

Judicial Council to meet in BP

There will be a meeting of the Judicial Council tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Breen-Phillips Puzzle Room, located in the basement of Breen-Phillips. The redefinition of parietals from a University to a hall office will be discussed.

Philadelphia Club to organize rides

The Philadelphia Club of Notre Dame and Saint Mary is trying to find rides home to Philadelphia and its vicinity for October break. Anyone who can help out or anybody that needs a ride should contact Joe Loebie (1882) as soon as possible. Students interested in becoming club members should contact Maria Pastoruzke (2443) for information.

Skydiving classes begin today

Training classes for students interested in skydiving will begin Thursday at 6:15 p.m. in room 117, Haggar Hall. This training period, lasting two to three hours, will complete most requirements necessary to make the first jump. The final training session, lasting approximately one hour, will take place at Marshall Airport. Students completing these two training periods will be qualified to make the first jumps upon arrangement with their instructors. Final training periods probably will be scheduled on Sundays.

Registration and a fee of $35.00 will be required for Thursday’s meeting. The $35.00 fee includes all instruction and the cost of the first jump. For further information contact Tom McKernan (1166).

SIR LEW GRAVES Presents
A PRODUCER CIRCLE PRODUCTION

SCOTTSDALE STARTS FRIDAY

“THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL” Executive Producer ROBERT FRYER
Music by JERRY GOLDSMITH Screenplay by HEYWOOD GOULD
From the novel LEVIN Produced by MARTIN RICHARDS and STANLEY O'TOOLE Directed by FRANKLIN J. SCHAFFNER

if they survive... will we?

with special guest star LILLI PALMER

2:15 4:30 7:00 9:20

Thursday, October 5, 1978
World Hunger Coalition
sponsors faster’s mass
by Paul Stander

The World Hunger Coalition is sponsoring a faster’s mass in the Walsh Hall chapel each Wednesday, according to Charlie Brown, director of the activity.

The purpose of the masses, according to Brown, is to “give a more religious aspect to the fast.” The masses “establish a sense of community among the fasters. It’s a religious experience.” Brown estimated that the first mass was attended by 20 to 30 fasters, but added that “Non-fasters are more than welcome to attend in the future.”

Terry Najar, a Notre Dame student who has pledged his Wednesday meals during October under the coalition’s program, added, “It’s easy to go hungry one night a week when you know an unfortunate child won’t have to because of you.”

The masses are celebrated each week by a different priest and begin at 5:05 p.m. The masses are in conjunction with the popular practice of students giving up their Wednesday evening meals.

The masses give us a chance to discuss the spiritual aspects of the fast,” Brown added.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Syrian-Christian violence has torn apart this capital city, and some veterans of the Lebanese conflict say the fighting now is worse than any seen during the worst of the 1975-76 civil war.

The conflict that has destroyed much of the Christian sector of East Beirut is now spilling over into the western entertainment and commercial center, an area that in better times was known Beirut the name “Paris of the Middle East.” The Syrians, now the heart of an Arab League peace-keeping force stationed here, intervened in the civil war that gitted leftist Lebanese Moslems and Palestinians against right-wing Christians whom the Moslems thought had too much political control.

The Syrian move saved the Christians, but they have now proved stubbornly resistant to Syrian attempts to control them.

The Christian quarter has been without water and electricity for a week. Tuesday, the big guns constantly hammering the city knocked out most of west Beirut's power, plunging it into darkness and cutting all communications with the outside world.

The blackout proved a nightmarish backdrop for the battle waged in the air—fire-tracer shells and whistling rockets from Syrian gunners criss-crossed the night sky, landing with bursts of fire in the eastern sector.

The orange glow of a blaze at an oil depot, partially obscured by this smoke, put the eastern skyline in a ghastly silhouette.

Radio reports from the Christian sector, completely cut off by Syrian roadblocks and sniper fire from the Moslem quarter in the west, said corpses were rotting in the streets, hospitals and homes, deprived of burial because of the danger.

Red Cross workers say the threats of famine and death from thirst are becoming more serious by the hour as all routes of supply to the eastern sector have been severed. The right-wing militia campaign to wrest two strategic bridges from the Syrians that lead into east Beirut and out of the city to the north could be a push for an escape route.

In West Beirut, leftist Lebanese militiamen who have stayed out of this fight—some say only because of considerable pressure from Syria—have thrown up roadblocks in neighborhoods they treat as their own private strongholds. Armed gunmen check identifications of passing drivers and, in apparent frustration at being left out of the fight, shoot francis of machine gun fire into the night air.

An occasional rocket-propelled grenade swipes towards the eastern sector from an apartment window, testimony to the old Beirut cliché that every building is an armory.

Scores of restaurants and nightclubs in West Beirut that reopened after the civil war in hopes of eventual recovery have shut their doors once again.

Hans Mashek, an Austrian restaurateur who spent $290,000 refurbishing his war-gutted establishment, put a “for sale” ad in the newspapers. “This is sheer madness. I've had it,” Mashek said, adding he is willing to take almost any loss to sell and get his family out.

The embattled Christian quarter, which largely escaped damage during the civil war, has been dubbed “Stalingrad,” a reference to the Russian city held hostage by German troops in World War II and almost destroyed at the end of the siege.

Streets in the area are impassable because of the chunks of concrete, shattered glass and felled telephone poles.

On a tour of the East during a lull early this week, correspondents were shown dozens of unexploded shells, some weighing 250 pounds. Officials in the eastern sector believe more than two-dozen of the 600,000 Christians here have fled to the mountains or the country. The remainder, mostly poorer residents, have stayed behind to support the militia or to protect their property from looting.

"I think this is in some ways worse than the civil war," said a British diplomat who was here during the "4-month conflict. "These big guns weren't operating then. It was mostly a light-arms war."

"Experts say the heavy artillery, mortars and rocket launchers—mostly from Syrian guns—are responsible for the high civilian casualties toll."

More than 700 Lebanese, an estimated 90 percent civilians, have been killed in three extended battles since the current conflict broke out in February. The 1975-76 civil war took more than 27,000 lives, 20,000 of them combatants, as it ged through most of the country.

The current fighting, which up to this week was localized in the eastern sector of the capital, is now being carried to the northern mountains, the home of the Maronite Christians who make up much of the right-wing militia troops.

And veteran observers believe the Syrians may soon launch an offensive against Jounieh, the unofficial Christian capital 12 miles north of Beirut, the only remaining supply port for the militia.
Freshman Year Office to offer
Senior Interviewer Program

By Mary Ann Wissel
Staff Reporter

The Freshman Year Office offers a Senior Interviewer Program "so that freshmen are given the oppor-
tunity to benefit from the discus-
sions with informed and reliable upperclassmen," stated Peter Grande, assistant dean of Freshman Year and Director of the Senior Interviewing Program.

Begun in 1971 by Emil Hofman, dean of Freshman Year, the pro-
gram consists of 36 seniors plus six advisors from the Freshman Year Office.

"And, by large, this year's sen-
ior is informed they are aware of the specific services provided by Freshman Year, the activities we sponsor, and the assistance offered through the Learning Resource Center," Grande explained.

"The seniors inform the fresh-
men of life at Notre Dame—they share their experiences with fresh-
men and communicate to them how they were able to make it through their first year at Notre Dame," Grande said.

Grande stated, "One of the goals of our program is to assure that every freshman here is seen either by their advisor or their senior interviewer before midterm." And before the end of the semester, each freshman will have met with both their advisor and their senior interviewer, Grande said.

Sr. Margaret Suhr, one of the six advisors who leads a team of six senior interviewers said, "In my own team, I have set the goal that each freshman assigned to my team (over 300) will see an inter-
viewer before the end of the semester," said Margaret.

Anne Cordesman, a senior English major stated that the program is especially useful for the fresh-
men. "It is easier for students to talk to other students than to talk to adults," she said.

Students all have similar prob-
lems. And, the seniors have recently experienced the problems of the freshmen, whereas the adults have not," Cordesman ex-
plained.

"The interviewing also provides seniors to have a learning experi-
ence that is not classroom orien-
tated. It is beneficial to both seniors and freshmen—you are able to learn about yourself and others and how well you can relate and react to others," stated Cordesman.

Tracie Paris, a freshman engineer-
ing major stated, "My interview was very helpful. It's good that our interviewers are in our same col-
lege and can talk to us intelligently about our majors."

She added, "My interviewer encouraged me not to concentrate only on attending classes and studying all the time but to take time out and get involved in extra activities here at N.D.

John Hem, a freshman philo-
sophy major said, "I felt right at home with my interviewer—I could talk to her and tell her what I felt. My interviewer related some ex-
periences that assured me that she knew what I was going through as a freshman."

"Senior Interviewing gives freshmen a good chance to talk to someone who has been around and who is on their leve. Freshmen are able to ask me the questions which they don't know who else to ask. At least if I can't answer them, I can refer them to the person or group who can," stated Sue Schmitz, a senior Economics major.

Grande and Hofman make the final selections of the Senior Inter-
viewers. Nominations come from the various colleges' Deans, De-
partment Chairmen, and graduat-
ing senior interviewers. Out of the 85 nominations we had last spring, it was extremely difficult not to select everybody," said Grande.

"In the 36 interviewers we did select, we felt we got the best distribution of seniors from all of the different academic back-
grounds," Grande added.

Grande also stated that any freshman may request a meeting with his or her advisor or one of the senior interviewers at any time a meeting might be desired.

Meetings will take place in the Freshman Year of Studies Office between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. For more information call the Freshman Year Office at 7421.

Dean Peter Grande

---

THE RAMROD
START THE WEEKEND
A LITTLE EARLIER WITH US!

PITCHERS ONLY $1.50
Drafts 25¢
Also pool table live rock and country
pinball western music on weekends
dance floor

Come on in—There's no cover charge
The Ramrod
511 s. Michigan st. open till 3am
(open downtown)
289-4709

Student Union Services Commission
Just when you thought it was safe
to go back in the greenhouse...

---

Plant Sale two
3:30-5:00 pm
Friday October 6th LaFortune Ballroom
Primarily hanging baskets

Don't Miss The
HURRICANE PARTY
at Jefferson Lounge
All For $3.00
Friday, Oct. 6th
Entertainment by Freewheelin
Plenty of your Favorite Beverages Free Transportation Provided

Get Ready To Party

---

THE
TECH REVIEW CALENDAR
STUDENT LIFE '78-'79

on sale at:
713 Grace
319 Farley
337 Lyons

$2.00

IT'S YOUR CALENDAR

Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Theatre
present Preston Jones
LUC ANN HAMPTON
LAVERY OBERLANDER
October 6,7,8,11,13,14
O'Laughlin Auditorium, St. Mary's
8:00 p.m.
For tickets call 284-4176

---

THEATRE

announcement

all Connoisseurs Of
fine Music
(b.Boppers, disco Dandies, Racy Rockers
and Sentimental Ladies)
are Cordially Invited to Join the Maestro of
Music
Adonis
Every Tuesday and Thursday 9-11pm
or Wednesday at 1 pm

THE WEEKEND

Come see....
THEATRE
8:00 p.m. 4-6,9,11,12,13,14
Friday, Saturday or Sunday 4:30 pm
Thursday, October 5, 1978
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Rice leads defense for Irish soccer

(continued from page 16) kind of shape we had to be in," he
continued, "so that emphasis was
more on skills. This year we have
that extra push to get the goals in
when we need them.

Rice credits some of the reason
for the strong defensive play thus
to this added power of the
offense. "It helps us out to see
them put goals in. Last year we got
gathered up, and when we would
have the ball for 25 minutes and
couldn't score." The Irish have installed a new
system this year designed to put
the ball into the net, and Rice's role
has also changed. "Last year I was
the sweeper back who directed the
defense. This year I play wing
fullback along with Randy Witty,
and we play up pretty far, which
adds two extra men to the offense." In this way the fullbacks can help keep the ball in play,
passing off to the fullbacks or
reversing the ball to a more open
side of the field.

"It hurts us to lose to a team we
should have beaten. It takes away
from us in that it will be harder now
to get that NCAA bid, but it also
makes us realize that we have to
work harder for our wins, that they
aren't just going to come just
because we won a bunch of games
in a row."

Perhaps the focal point of the
whole season right now is the
upcoming contest with highly
ranked Indiana University. Rice
commented on the attitude of the
team right now in preparing for
that game.

"What we are doing right now
is working on our game, day by
day, keeping Indiana in mind. We
prepare for it just by making sure
our game gets sharper and sharper
every game we play."

Rice has seen Indiana play and
commented that "bearing them play
is not unattainable, but in the same
sense we realize we have to play
our best game, and really hustle
and take advantage of oppor-
tunities."

Rice also sees a lot of promise for
Notre Dame's future in soccer.

"These guys should be rational
contenders in a couple of years.
We don't get the best talent in the
country, but we do a good job of
our players and make them better.
We can beat a lot of teams with our
fineness."

And as long as Rich Hunter can
keep developing talents like Jim
Rice, the future of Notre Dame
soccer should be very bright.

Bus crash kills 2; injures 18

CONWAY, N.H. (AP) - A bus
carrying 40 elderly people from Missouri
on a tour of New England's autumn
foliage collided with a car on a
foggy mountain pass yesterday,
killing at least two persons and
injuring at least 16, police said.

State police said the Continental
Trailways bus collided on the
Kancamagus Highway, about six
miles from Conway, with a four-
wheel vehicle from Connecticut
that erupted into flames. Police
said at least two persons in
the car were dead and they were
searching through the wreckage
for other victims.

Rescue teams from throughout
northern New Hampshire and
neighboring Maine were called to
the accident site. A spokesperson for
the hospital said 18 persons were treated for
minor injuries.

Pro-life lawyer to speak

Patrick Treean, executive dir-
cot of Americans United for Life
Legal Defense Fund will speak on
"Recent Anti-Abortion Litigation
and the Role of the Pro-Life Lawyer in
Overturning the Supreme
Court's Roe v. Wade Decision" today at
4:30 p.m. in Room 115 or
the Law Building.

Americans United for Life is a
non-profit educational organization
and legal defense fund designed to
provide competent and effective
representation for the unborn in
our nation's courts and legis-
latures. Treean is a nationally
recognized pro-life attorney who has been
involved in every major abortion
case since Roe v. Wade in counsel-

cel or amicus curiae. Treean's talk is being jointly sponsored by the
Notre Dame Civil Rights Center and Notre Dame Lawyers for Life.
All law school faculty, students and
corps are cordially invited to attend.

---

collegiate crossword

Jerry Wenstra and Concerts West present

JOHN DENVER
LIVE
IN CONCERT
CENTER STAGE IN THE ROUND
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NOTRE DAME ACC

By Michel Bellotti
Wanted: Ride to and from Michigan Paul1002. Need 4 GA tickets for Mike 1371 or Need 2 GA tickets to Pitt game for Flanner 4-1-4283. Addreusers at Questions and they’re yours again.

Desperately need ride east anywhere Michael, near Phila. area for Need GA Pitt tickets badly.

WANTED Parietals and Student Sub-committees from the newly formed Food Advisory Board, chaired by Bob Bovine. Student union co-members.

Student board to advise Food Services by Mary Lou Robinson, SMC Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Food Services will likely be asked to recommend a number of new food items to the Student Union Committee.

Sears, Roebuck and Co. sponsor.

Wanted: A ride to and from Michigan State S. Camp 1971. For sale: 2 ga tickets for game Friday, Oct. 26. 7:00 p.m. Mich. St./Illinois. Call 233-8922 before 11:00 p.m.

Michigan State for sale, 288-9668.

Up to 50 Young paddled seats. Call Mary 287-8341.

For sale: 4 GA tickets for Mich. State game. Call 233-8922 before 11:00 p.m.

Not wanted to waste autographs of Chicago Fri. 10/14. Call 842-3825.

Need to ride to Tuscon or as far west as Goose’s Wanted: Ride to and from Mexico. Call 4-1-4012.

Wanted: GA tickets for Pitt. Call 4-1-4012.

Need to ride to Pensacola, Fla. Call 4-1-4012.

Classified Ads

Need tickets to the Buckeye Bowl. Call 287-8341.

Desperately need ride to and from Michigan Paul1002. Need 4 GA tickets for Mike 1371 or Need 2 GA tickets to Pitt game for Flanner 4-1-4283. Addreusers at Questions and they’re yours again.

Desperately need ride east anywhere Michael, near Phila. area for Need GA Pitt tickets badly.

WANTED Parietals and Student Sub-committees from the newly formed Food Advisory Board, chaired by Bob Bovine. Student union co-members.

Student board to advise Food Services by Mary Lou Robinson, SMC Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Food Services will likely be asked to recommend a number of new food items to the Student Union Committee.

Sears, Roebuck and Co. sponsor.

Wanted: A ride to and from Michigan State S. Camp 1971. For sale: 4 GA tickets for game Friday, Oct. 26. 7:00 p.m. Mich. St./Illinois. Call 233-8922 before 11:00 p.m.

Michigan State for sale, 288-9668.

Up to 50 Young paddled seats. Call Mary 287-8341.

For sale: 4 GA tickets for Mich. State game. Call 233-8922 before 11:00 p.m.

Not wanted to waste autographs of Chicago Fri. 10/14. Call 842-3825.
Finely tuned athletes, traveling from such distant places as Florida and Canada to participate on what should prove to be one of the most prestigious games of the year, the All-American cross-country events of the new season, the Notre Dame Invitational.

This year's invitational is divided into four separate divisions: Blue (5 miles), the Gold division (5 miles), and the High School (2.5 miles). Action will take place every hour, beginning with the Blue division at 2 p.m.

They said it:

"Ten in a row is better"

Coach Dan Devine, after Notre Dame's defending national champs snapped a 10-year losing streak against Purdue 10-0: "We won 10 in a row and then lost two in a row. Believe me, 10 in a row is better.

"Overall, we played a good game and I'm proud of my University. We weren't at our best and I think we can beat anyone out there."

Coach Joe Paterno, after fifth-ranked Penn State topped 5-0 by thrashing Texas Christian University, in their game involving the National championship series:

"We're making progress.

"It was undoubtedly one of the most prestigious early invitational meets of the year," remarked head coach Joe Paterno.

"Many teams and individuals are potential for upcoming conference and national class running."

"The championship of the afternoon will be found in the Blue division race. Notre Dame, along with 21 other entries, will be vying for control of the winnertake-all trophy. Last year's victor and defending AAA Division I Champions Illinois University, comes to the invitational once more running against All-Americans." Michigan, Auburn, Florida and Cleveland State will also provide participants with additional competitive pressure.

"This year's invitational is blessed with some outstanding individual talent. Cleveland State University's Marc Hunter, last year's meet winner with a course record time of 23:26, returns to defend his title. Hunter was the highest-placing American in the NCAA Division I championships held last year. Hunter's long, lean body might want to keep a keen eye on Auburn's freshman phenom Thomas Grivas. Last year, Grivas was the most highly regarded high school cross-country prospect in North America.

"The Irish, fourth place finishers a year ago, are looking for some marked improvement. We're both eager to see if we can overtake some of our members are entered in the race. They are led by senior co-captain Dennis VanderKraats of Ontario, Canada. Senior Joe Stroehm, sophomores Pat Sullivan, Chuck Boggs and Charlie Flez, along with blue-chip freshman Tony Haylerly and Ed Bomber hope to place high in the individual rankings. Senior co-captain Steve Welch is sidelined with an injury and will not compete.

"Jim Rice, right, prepares to head a shot away from the goal during last weekend's game with Purdue. Rice continued. "I also coached at Fordham in New York. I learned a lot from him about fitness and technique."

"I also learned a lot from a close friend of mine," Rice added. "I didn't pick Notre Dame because it had an outstanding soccer program, but at least it had a program. I didn't want to become a bookworm."

"He's a good offensive player."

"I came here I was impressed with the team. The. Rice has also noticed a great improvement from his sophomore year to this year." "I did not pick Notre Dame because it had an outstanding soccer program, but at least it had a program. I didn't want to become a bookworm."

"He's a good offensive player."

"I also learned a lot from a close friend of mine," Rice added. "I didn't pick Notre Dame because it had an outstanding soccer program, but at least it had a program. I didn't want to become a bookworm."
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